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RESEARCH IN PROGRESS 
Marilyn Norcini is the first recipient of a summer scholarship established by Dr. and Mrs. William 
Adams to support work in the history of anthropology at the School for American Research, and will be 
in the process of writing a biography ofEdward Dozier, anthropologist from the Santa Clara Pueblo. 
BffiLIOGRAPillCA ARCANA 
L Recent Dissertations (doctoral unless otherwise indicated) 
Brown, Alison K. (University of Oxford D. Phil. Thesis, 2000) "Object encounters: Perspectives on 
collecting expeditions in Canada" 
Gershenhorn, Jerry (University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, 2000). "Melville J. Herskovits and the 
Racial Politics of Knowledge" 
Kolianos, Phyllis. (M.A. thesis, Department of Anthropology, University ofSouth Florida, May 200 I) 
. "Florida Jownals of Frank Hamilton Cushing 1895-1896 and Related Manuscript." 
Rosa, Frederico Delgado Chaves (Universite de Paris X-Nanterre, 2000). "L'Age d'or du totemisme, 
ou l'histoire d 'un debat anthropologique. 
Thomas, Jeffrey (Master' s Thesis, Texas Tech, 1999). "Promoting the Southwest: Edgar Lee Hewett, 
Anthropology, Archaeology and the Santa Fe Style." 
ll. Recent Work by Subscribers 
[Save in the case of new subscribers, for whom we will include one or two orienting items, "recent" is 
taken to mean within the last two years. Please note that we do not list "forthcoming" items. To be 
certain of dates and page numbers, please wait until your works have actually appeared, and send 
offprints (preferably) or citations in the anthropological style] 
Engelke, Matthew. 2000. An Interview with Edith Twner. Current Anthropology 41 :843-52. 
DeMallie, Raymond J. & J. C. Ewers. 2001 . History of ethnological and ethnohistorical research. In 
Plains, vol. 13 (R.J. DeMallie, ed), Handbook ofNorth American Indians, 23-43. (William 
C. Sturtevant, general editor), Washington: Smithsonian Institution. [WCS] 
Dias, Nelia 2001. Esquisse ethnographique d'un projet: Le Musee du Quai Branly. French Politics, 
Culture and Society 19(#2): 81-101. 
Erickson, Paul & Liam Murphy. 2001. Readings for A History of Anthropological Theory. 
Peterborough, Ontario: Broadview Press [36 selections, from Marx to Ortner, with an 
introduction and conclusion, for use with accompany Erickson & Murphy 1998] 
Fogelson, Raymond. 2001. Schneider confronts componential analysis. In The cultural analysis of 
kinship: The legacy of David M. Schneider, ed. R Feinberg & M . Ottenheimer, 33-45. Urbana: 
University oflllinois [several other essays ofhistorical interest] 
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